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Hell no daaaaahm... ready? don't game
Do or die hikaru xxxx xxxxx gold chain
No name 44 juudan verse 1

Hell no! 
Can't believe
Waka chi ae zu kurikaesu tabi
Always so confused
Hell no! 
Black or white
Shirokuro tsukeru tameni
Kizutsu keau
Battle for the truth

Why?
Nikushimi no naka
Cry?
Sama you ai ni
Lie?
Mada kizukazu ayamachi kasane
Don't know how to break it
Blahh blahh blahhhh... ie yo hell no

Just one spark will bring the fear
And... isshokusokuhatsu no yoru
Nothing can kill the way to love
Konomama hike ru hodo I'm not adult
Just one trigger can start a war
And... 'shoudou'gekijou' uzumaki ita
No one can lose the faith in love
Susumu michi ga chigau naraba fight
Negai hakanaki ai wa
They make it harder

Shake da ass baby dance
Do or die hajiku xxxx xxxx gold chain
No name 44 juudan verse 2

Hell no! 
Can't be real
Atoni hike zu furue ru yubi wa
Under no control
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Hell no! 
More sorrow
Rensa suru kanashimi ni
Nomikomareru
Struggle with your sin

Why?
Hitsuyou nano wa
Cry?
Shinji au koto
Lie?
Soredemomada nagare ru namida
Don't know how to take it
Blah blahh blahhhh... hajiku my mind

Keep in your heart, no matter what, and... kie kakeru ai
Nothing can kill the one you love real fighter ha? break
it down ha?
Deep inside you, the pain remains and... itami kizama
rete
No one can choose the end of life egoist, it is narcist
Negai todoka nu koe wa they make it harder

Why? itsuka waka rusa Cry? munashii dakeno Lie?
arasoi yori taisetsu na koto
One day you will find it

Grown in da dark side of life we're just da opposite
Man, ya a greenhorn 4 me, everyday's a battle
Life's just a battle sorry but I have nothing 2 talk with u
If you're a man, show what u have with all ya force
Are u ready? let's start it's not a game, ya know
C' mon and show me everything u have

Just one spark will bring the fear
And... isshokusokuhatsu no yoru
Nothing can kill the way to love
Konomama hike ru hodo I'm not adult
Just one trigger can start a war
And...'shoudou'gekijou' uzumaki ita
No one can lose the faith in love
Real fighter ha? break it down ha?
Negai hakanaki ai wa
They make it harder
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